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Practice exam question 

Privet lives in Spies 

Luke McBratney 

Guidance for this question on p. 19 of  the magazine. 

The opening of an answer 
Growing up is a signif icant element within both Heaney’s poetry and Frayn’s novel. Frayn’s novel 

explores childhood as it operates within the bildungsroman genre, but is can also be considered, in the 

words of  critic Christopher Tayler, an example of  the ‘one-golden-summer, traumatic-discovery-of-

sexuality novel’ of  which L. P. Hartley’s The Go-Between is the pre-eminent example. Spies is a comic 

novel as it uses the format of  an old man looking back to his childhood to generate comedy through 

dramatic irony. The reader is able to see the signif icance of  many of  the details of  adult life to which 

the young Stephen is blind or becomes only partially aware of . Heaney’s lyric poems, by contrast, are 

more straightforward in their relationship with the reader, who might appreciate aspects that the young 

speaker might not. They are more likely to f ind this disjuncture a source of  pathos than amusement. 

Both writers evoke childhood experiences through detailed , sensuous descriptions. For example, 

Heaney describes the f lax-damn f rom which the children collect f rogspawn in ‘Death of  a Naturalist’ by 

layering sensory detail upon sensory detail. We feel the heat as it ‘sweltered in the punishing sun’, 

which Heaney augments through aural imagery. He not only describes the sounds but mimics them 

through onomatopoeia, such as ‘Bubbled gargled’, and sibilance, including the bluebottles who ‘wove 

a strong gauze of  sound around the smell.’  

The overpowering nature of  the place forms the backdrop to a troubling experience of  a loss of  

childhood innocence. Place and atmosphere are created through synaesthesia as one sense 

impression (the sight of  the f lies that ‘wove a gauze’) is described through another: sound. Heaney’s 

imagery is further enriched when the gauze that the f lies weave is woven around another sense 

impression: smell. Overall, the impression is of  over-ripeness, as we also see in ‘Blackberry-picking’. 

Everything is too hot and oppressive. A f itting mood for the speaker of  the poems, as they have 

reached beyond the peak of  a safe childhood. The reader senses that things are bubbling over into the 

troubles and complications of  adolescence. 

Sensory descriptions in Spies are perhaps less condensed and intense, but equally evocative of  the 

troubling transition f rom childhood to adolescence. The smell is that of  the privet (or liguster), whose 

name in English and German produces some amusement. The scent is associated with a signif icant 

time in the protagonist’s childhood in England . The old narrator of  Frayn’s novel is compelled to 

journey back to the streets of  his childhood (ironically termed ‘Memory Lane’ and ‘Amnesia Avenue’) 

to confront things he lef t ‘unresolved’ and the ‘secret thing in the air around’ him, which ‘is still waiting 

to be discovered’. The smell itself  is described ambiguously. It is a ‘sweet reek’, whose ‘rather vulgar 

smell’ repels and attracts Stefan. Like Heaney, though in a less intense, condensed manner, Frayn 

uses synaesthesia to convey the smell’s power: ‘ it’s whispering to me of  some thing secret, of  some 

dark and unsettling thing at the back of  my mind, of  something I don’t quite like to think about .’ Like 
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Heaney, Frayn uses the description to convey some of  the mystery associated with growing up. In this 

case, mystery is created at the level of  plot to engage the reader and entice them to read on and 

discover more about the signif icant events in Stephen’s childhood.  

Frayn’s novel also uses the subject matter of  childhood to explore wider themes, which are perhap s 

hinted at in Heaney’s writings about childhood, but are less central.  For example, poems f rom Death 

of a Naturalist f requently spring f rom rural childhood experiences, such as ploughing, gathering 

f rogspawn or picking blackberries. But within these worlds of  private experience, in which a young 

narrator leads the reader f rom innocence to experience, trouble in the wider world is hinted at.  Heaney 

was writing as political tensions in Northern Ireland were emerging before the conf lict began, which is 

ref lected in his work. The pen, for example, is held ‘as snug as a gun’ (‘Digging ’) and f rogs were 

‘poised like mud grenades’ (‘Death of  A Naturalist’). While Frayn renders Stephen’s suburban game of  

hiding in a privet hedge and playing wartime spies as being at f irst comic, he uses this situation to 

encourage the reader to contemplate the seriousness of  the ef fects of the war. He invites the reader to 

move beyond the comic misunderstandings of  Stephen and Keith’s childish play , beyond the Boys’ 

Own heroic perspective that informs their childhood games to realise that the person they are spying 

on is suf fering at the hands of  an abusive husband and is assisting a deserter f rom the Royal Air 

Force. Here, the adult world of  experience and the realities of  war are far f rom the boys’ innocent 

childhood imaginings of  heroism and clear lines between f riends and foes. 

Commentary 
• The opening provides a focused response and introduces the essay’s argument, suggesting 

that elements of  form and tone will be explored as the essay progresses.  

• The writing is assured and sophisticated, with clear topic sentences that signal comparisons 

and indicate the topic of  each paragraph clearly. 

• Critical terminology and concepts are used well to explore ideas and to analyse the texts in 

greater depth. For example, the second paragraph makes neat use of  terms such as 

‘synaesthesia’ and ‘onomatopoeia’ to explore how Heaney’s descriptions of  the f lax -dam work. 

• Comparisons are made throughout, with comparisons of  language being particularly helpful.  

For example, the comparisons of  the language used by Heaney and Frayn to describe the f lax 

dam and the smell of  liguster are focused and sustained.  

• Contexts are used helpfully and are well-integrated into the argument in the f inal paragraph. 
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